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Temperature dependence of electric-field gradients at isolated Se adatoms on„001… and „111…
surfaces and derived adatom distances
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Increasing electric-field gradients~EFG! with increasing temperature were observed at isolated Se adatoms
on Ni~111!, Pd~111!, and Co~0001! surfaces applying perturbed angular correlation spectroscopy. This is in
contrast to EFG’s at probes on surfaces with~001! orientation and in metallic bulk systems. We correlate the
results with the EFG dependence on the adatom distance from the surface, as calculated by the discrete
variational method molecular/cluster method. The sign changes from negative EFG’s on~001!, to positive
EFG’s on~111! surfaces. The distance of isolated Se atoms will be compared with measurements of concen-
trated Se coverage.
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Coverage of chalcogens like O or S on metallic surfa
plays a major role in many technical applications. Basic
search on the behavior of chalcogen adsorbates—espec
on the nanoscopic or even picoscopic scale—is of great
portance in order to reveal the underlying mechanism, e
with varying temperatures. One important subfield in t
studies of adsorbates on metals is the investigation of a
luted coverage, where the interactions between the cons
ents of the adsorbate are small or negligible.1 The fundamen-
tal interaction between the substrate and an eleme
adsorbate can be studied best whenisolatedadatoms can be
observed. One way to achieve this is the use of radioac
atoms since nuclear methods have an extremely high se
tivity. A coverage as low as 1024 ML is sufficient for such
investigations.2

In solids with noncubic crystallographic symmet
electric-field gradients~EFG! arise at the atomic nuclei. Non
cubic environments also occur at interfaces and particul
at surfaces. With the choice of suitable radioactive nucle
probes~i.e., suitable isomeric state with an appropriate el
tric quadrupole moment! EFG’s can be determined in hype
fine interaction measurements. The results yield informa
on local structures and local electronic properties at isola
adatoms.

Usually the magnitude of the EFG decreases with incre
ing temperature, where lattice vibrations and expansion
important sources for this behavior. Numerous EFG m
surements on metallic systems have been reported3 and in
many cases aT3/2 behavior describes the temperature dep
dence. For complex semiconductor systems a variety of
ferent behavior was found, even increasing EFG’s with
creasing temperature for ternary semiconductors.4 For two-
dimensional systems, it has been proposed theoretically,
these systems tend to exhibit linear temperat
dependence.5 Experimental evidence was found for,111Cd
probes at some metallic surfaces,6 but exceptions are known
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e.g., for 111Cd incorporated in the topmost layer of a sing
crystal of Pd with~001! orientation.7

In general, the observation of the temperature variation
the EFG atadatomsis hampered by the fact that already
lower temperatures~;100 K! adatoms, particularly of metal
lic elements~Cd, In!, are mobile and may move to traps lik
steps and kinks.6–8 One remarkable exception are chalc
gens, among which77Br/77Se offers a suitable probe for su
face investigations applying perturbed angular correlat
spectroscopy~PAC!.2,9

Details of the experimental procedures, in particular,
how the radioactive precursor77Br of 77Se is produced and
separated in the mass separator ISOLDE at CERN and p
tioned ~1024 ML Br ! onto metallic surfaces are describe
elsewhere.9–11 Single crystals are prepared in the UH
chamber~base pressure 231029 Pa! ASPIC ~Apparatus for
Surface Physics and Interfaces at CERN!. We emphasize tha
the sample preparation is done with Br~77Br has a half life of
57 h!, whereas the hyperfine interaction measurement ap
ing PAC spectroscopy~explicitly described in Ref. 6 with
respect to surface experiments! is performed with the decay
product 77Se. The PAC measurements start a few nanos
onds after the radioactive decay has occurred which is l
after the decay product Se has come to rest reaching its s
tural and especially electronic equilibrium. Hyperfine inte
action measurements are ground-state measurements, i.
excited states in the atomic shell are involved and inter
ence during the measurement is minimized~in comparison to
the application of, e.g., ion scattering or scanning tunnel
microscopy!.

We first concentrate on the experimentally determin
values of the EFG at Se adatoms. The electric quadrup
interaction frequencyvQ as a product of the known nuclea
quadrupole momentuQNu50.76 b ~Ref. 9! and the unknown
EFG withVzz as the largest component of the EFG tensor
given by
©2001 The American Physical Society04-1
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vQ5eQNVzz/4I ~2I 21!\, ~1!

or by the quadrupole coupling constantnQ ,

nQ5eQNVzz/h, ~2!

with

Vzz52E r~r !@3 cos2 u21#r 23dr1Vzz~nuclear!,

where the nuclear spin I is eliminated@I 5 5
2 spin of the iso-

meric state of the PAC nucleus77Se~Ref. 12!#. The absolute
valueuVzzu is experimentally deduced from the ratio functio
R(t) of a four-detector array,

R~ t !52$@C~180°!2C~90°!#/@C~180°!1C~90°!#%. ~3!

The expressionC stands for the coincidence count rates
the g-ray detectors which are positioned at 90° and 180°
each other. The ratio functionR(t) delivers the PAC time
spectra as they are shown in Fig. 1 for77Se on Pd~111! at
different temperatures. The experimental dataR(t) of Eq. ~3!
are fitted to the general expression describing the pertu
angular correlation for static electric hyperfine interactio
on single crystals.13 The parameters of this expression, e.
the frequencynQ of Eq. ~2!, are calculated numerically. O
fcc metals like Pd or Ni, the EFG at adatoms in an und
turbed environment is characterized by~i! a specific fre-
quencynQ proportional to the strength of the EFG and~ii !
the direction of the EFG perpendicular to the plane of
surface. Since any surface has imperfections, a probe a
may also occupy a site in their immediate vicinity. The EF
however, is extremely sensitive to defects and changes
interaction strength and its direction with respect to the s
face normal. In the following we consider only the fractio
of undisturbed adatoms. On well-prepared single-crystal
faces this fraction amounts to at least 50%.9 The other frac-
tions which can be separated within the fitting procedur13

will be discussed elsewhere.11 Here we emphasize that th
precursor Br~and the probe Se! occupies the fourfold hollow
site on surfaces with~001! orientation and the fcc threefol
hollow site on Pd~111! and Ni~111!.9,14,15

In Fig. 2 all results of the temperature-dependent m
surements are presented, which were obtained for77Se on Ni
and Pd surfaces. The frequency measurements (nQ) do not
deliver a sign, therefore only the magnitude ofVzz can be
determined.

The striking experimental result in this study is the obs
vation of the systematicincreaseof magnitudes of the EFG
with increasing temperature when Se adatoms are positio
on surfaces with~111! orientation. A first indication of this
special behavior on metallic surfaces was found for77Se on
Ni~111!.9 These data@Fig. 4a~Ref. 9!# are included in Fig. 2.
On Ni surfaces, however, below the Curie temperature, m
netic and electric hyperfine interactions are observed sim
taneously as combined interactions, therefore an indepen
experiment, observing only the electric quadrupole inter
tion, was desirable. This has been performed on Pd~111!
within a larger temperature range from low temperatu
~;100 K! up to about 500 K. An increasing magnitude of t
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EFG was observed unambiguously. The data could be fi
to a linear correlation. As long as measurements are
formed within this temperature range, the reproducibility
the PAC spectra with increasing or decreasing temperat
is kept. Above 500 K, however, a deviation from the line
plot is observed, which we explain to be due to surface
brations; see indication in Fig. 2. The PAC time spectru
still keeps its essential properties~amplitude, small damp-
ing!, Fig. 1. At even higher temperatures, amplitudes a
frequencies are considerably reduced, damping is increa
and the reproducibility is lost. This behavior may be e
plained with the mobility of Pd atoms of the surface wi
~111! orientation causing a superposition of different EFG
in the immediate neighborhood of the probe atoms. A sim
behavior was observed for Ni~111! at temperatures abov
400 K.9 Desorption of Br~the precursor of the probe Se!

FIG. 1. PAC time spectra for Se adatoms on Pd~111! at various
temperatures, see Eq.~3!.
4-2
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occurs at about 600 K from surfaces with~111! orientation, a
temperature, at which the probe atoms on Ni and Pd w
~001! orientation are still in the linear range, see Fig. 2.
addition to the measurements on Ni and Pd, experiment
Co~0001! ~Ref. 11! reveal the same behavior of increasi
EFG with increasing temperature. This behavior follows
systematics since the probes occupy also a threefold ho
site on the Co surface with~0001! orientation.~It seems that
these systematics do not hold only for metallic surfaces
far measured, but there are also indications for semicond
tor surfaces.16!

Simple considerations on the crystallographic struct
suggest that on surfaces with~001! orientation where the
adatoms occupy fourfold hollow sites, the impurities are
lowed to be closer to the substrate whereas the three
hollow sites on surfaces with~111!- or ~0001! orientation
promote the impurity to a more distant location. Electron
structure calculations of the EFG at the impurity adatoms
dependence of the distance from the surface may there
explain the above described experimental finding.17

The theoretical basis for the electronic-structure calcu
tions is the self-consistent one-electron local-density form
ism in the spin unrestricted Hartree-Fock-Slater model. T
is solved with the discrete variational method~DVM !.18 De-
tails of the method, applied to EFG calculations, have b
previously published19 and only a short review is given here
The surfaces with~001!- or ~111! orientation including the
adatom are reduced to clusters with 20–50 atoms. Thi
justified by the EFG essentially being determined by
electronic environment close to the probe atom. All host
teratomic distances are representative for the bulk metal

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the quadrupole coup
constantnQ @see Eq.~2!# of 77Se on various surfaces. According
Eqs.~1! and~2!, thenQ values represent a measure for the stren
of the EFG. The solid lines are linear fits to the data on surfa
where the adatoms occupy threefold hollow sites. Dashed lines
fits to the data of adatoms on fourfold hollow sites@Ni~001! and
Pd~001! from Ref. 9#. For Ni ~Ref. 9! and Co~0001! ~Ref. 11! the
data were extracted from measurements of the combined intera
~Ref. 13!. The bold solid line fits the data on Pd~111! where only the
electric hyperfine interaction is present. The linear fit ends at hig
temperatures and the data deviate, see text. Extrapolation
T50 K yield the values which are marked in Fig. 3.
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optimization of the geometry with minimization of the tot
energy is not possible with the present numerical integra
accuracy. A double variational basis is composed of num
cally calculated neutral and ionized atoms. Core orbitals
frozen, i.e., the cores are only present in the overlap ma
but not in the Hamiltonian matrix. No muffin tin or othe
spherical shape restrictions of the potential are enforced.
discrete energy levels of the isolated clusters are broade
into bands by accomplishing an empirical level-smear
scheme which depends on the amount of 3d or 4d character
of each state. From the partial occupation of the wave fu
tions a self-consistent charge and spin density is determ
from which the principle component of the electric-field gr
dient tensorVzz is integrated.19 The results are given in the
graphs of Fig. 3.

It is now tempting to correlate the temperature-depend
EFG measurements with the distance-dependent EFG ca
lations by inserting the values of Fig. 2 at atT50 K into the
graphs of Fig. 3. As in most electron-structure calculatio
the calculated EFG’s correspond toT50 K except for used
lattice parameters. First, we note that a consistent pictur
obtained with the assumption of negative EFG’s for surfa
with ~001! orientation and positive EFG’s for surfaces wi
~111! orientation. The different behavior of the measur
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FIG. 3. Calculations ofnQ of 77Se as a measure of the EF
@with uQNu50.76b9, see Eq.~2!# on various surfaces in dependen
of the distancedA from the surface, definition see inset. The so
lines are connecting the calculated points. The vertical l
dA2dS50 represents the position of the next—unoccupied—la
of substrate atoms, i.e., negativedA2dS values denote positions
closer to the bulk of the sample;dS@Pd~111!#5225 pm,
dS@Pd~001!#5194 pm, dS@Ni~111!#5203 pm, dS@Ni~001!#
5176 pm. Inset onto the calculated lines are the extrapolatednQ

values taken from Fig. 2. The arrows indicate the tendency
increasing temperatures.
4-3
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magnitude with temperature variation is now plausible sin
for both surfaces an increasing temperature causes an
creasing distance of the impurity adatoms~see arrows in Fig.
3!.

Several observations seem to justify this procedure:~i! As
expected, on surfaces with~001! orientation the adatom im
purity is closer to the substrate.~ii ! Because of the smalle
lattice parameter in Ni the adatoms are more distant to the
surface as compared to Pd.~iii ! For both metals the calcu
lated EFG lines~in terms ofnQ values! are steeper for the
surfaces with~111! orientation as compared to~001! orien-
tation. This prediction is reflected in the stronger gradient
the temperature dependence as can be seen in Fig. 2.

Although we hesitate to claim absolute values for the d
tance of adsorbed Se impurities from this procedure, we
the graph of Fig. 3 as nomogramme. Then we obtain for
distancedA of isolatedSe adatomsdA5202(3) pm~picom-
eter! on Ni~111! and dA5161(3) pm on Ni~001!. We com-
pare these results with earlier photoelectron diffract
experiments15 on concentrated Se systems~one adlayer!
where at room temperature the valuesdA@Ni~111!#
5180(5) pm anddA@Ni~001!#5155(5) pm were obtained—
slightly smaller than our values for the isolated adatoms. T
larger distance to the substrate of the isolated atoms i
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agreement with the tendency of earlier obtain
concentration-dependent calculations of the distance of
cogens~O, S!, where increased coverages were found to
closer to the substrate Ni~001!.20 Furthermore, if we compare
the differences dA2dS@Ni~111!#521(3) pm and dA

2dS@Ni~001!#5215(3) pm~dS is the distance for substrat
atoms, see inset and caption of Fig. 3! for isolated atoms
with those for the adlayer,dA2dS@Ni~111!#5223(4) pm
and dA2dS@Ni~001!#5221(4) pm, we observe as a ne
result a well pronounced difference for Se adatoms
Ni~111! and Ni~001!.

In summary, we have experimentally made the unus
observation of an EFG which increases in magnitude w
temperature on Ni and Pd at surfaces with~111!- and on Co
with ~0001! orientation. An explanation of this behavior
achieved from EFG calculations in dependence of the a
tom distance from the surface. Furthermore, our results s
gest that isolated Se atoms are further away from the s
strate than for monolayer coverages, in agreement w
concentration-dependent calculations.20 We believe that
many other systems can be measured in a similar way.

We thank H. Niehus and G. Vogl for critical reading of th
manuscript.
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